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DC3 SCIENCE PLAN: FIGURE 3
UNCERTAINTY IN NOX PRODUCTION

§ 3 orders of magnitude variation in mol NO
per flash, per channel length.



CONVECTION TO NOX PRODUCTION: ENERGY CONVERSION

§ Thermodynamic potential energy to kinematic energy 
• Convection transports hydrometeors that bear charge

§ Kinematic energy to electrical potential energy
§ Electrical energy is used to develop a lightning channel

• Some energy used in NOx production 



Bruning and MacGorman (2013, JAS)
§ Predictable shape to energetically-

scaled flash size spectrum.
• Size scale

§ Choice of energetic scaling 
relationship naturally arises from 
capacitor model of a lightning flash

§ Treat charge density and plate 
spacing as unknown, and focus on 
variation in energy with l.

Do we get a different picture of total 
lightning activity by considering even 
one more parameter in addition to flash 
rate?
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A SIMPLE MODEL OF FLASH ENERGY

Ah is area of the 
2D convex hull



ENERGY DISTRIBUTION FROM THE FLASH SIZE DISTRIBUTION

§ The flash count N(l) at size l depends on the probability P(l) 
of size l and total flash count NT

§ The total energy is therefore given by 

§ The total energy is proportional to the second raw moment of 
the flash size distribution.

§ Energy scales linearly with flash rate, but also varies as flash 
size probabilities change



TOTAL ENERGY FOR DIFFERENT DISTRIBUTION SHAPES

§ Normal

§ Log-normal

§ Gamma

Each depends on 
flash rate 

and the 
square of a 

characteristic length 
scale (“mean”) 

and another 
variance-like 

parameter



CHANNEL LENGTH DISTRIBUTION AS A MOMENT

Likewise, the total flash length is given as the Dth fractional 
moment of the size distribution by

which uses Bruning et al. (2012, AGU) for the dependence 
of flash length on step length bs and fractal dimension D:



DEEP CONVECTIVE CLOUDS AND CHEMISTRY EXPERIMENT

Parameterization of NOx production on flash rate cannot 
account for diversity in flash size 
§ IC/CG classification probably (implicitly) takes into account some of the 

variability in flash size

Still, this is not a terrible problem if…
§ Flash size distribution is not skewed
§ There is a typical, universal flash size

LMA observations show these are both problems
§ Cases from TELEX (2004), DC3 (2012)



26 MAY 2004: OKLAHOMA LOW-PRECIPITATION SUPERCELL
(BRUNING ET AL. 2010, MWR)

2250 UTC: 
transition from 
negative to 
positive CGs 

2310 onward:
minimum in 
flash size until 
storm death and 
largest flashes, 
more skew to 
distribution

Flash rate 
remains 
elevated 2300–
0000 UTC, but 
energy decays



29 MAY 2004: OKLAHOMA HIGH-PRECIPITATION SUPERCELL
(CALHOUN ET AL. 2013, MWR)

Sudden change 
in total energy at 
0040 UTC, as 
there is a shift to 
small flash 
sizes.

Completely 
different picture 
from flash 
energy, flash 
rate.



29 MAY 2012: OKLAHOMA CELL OBSERVED BY GROUND TEAMS

5 – 10 km mean 
flash size prior 
to 2300 UTC.

Size drops to
3 – 5 km as 
supercell 
structure 
develops from 
2300 – 0000 
UTC (Biggerstaff 
et al., this conf.)



6 JUNE 2012: COLORADO, FIRST TARGET CELL (~2130 UTC)

Later peaks in 
flash rate 
correspond to 
smaller flashes, 
and so less total 
energy than first 
peak.

Flash sizes < 5 
km throughout, 
similar to late 
stage of LP 
supercell.



21 MAY 2012: ALABAMA, ALL CELLS IN 100 KM BOX

Flash sizes in 5 
– 10 km size 
range, nearly 
zero skew to 
distribution

Energy and 
flash rate trend 
similarly (though 
not exactly)



SUMMARY

§ Total flash energy shows dependence on typical flash size
§ Typical flash size can shift, and is not normally distributed
§ Flash rate and total energy are substantially different
§ Shifts in storm character and polarity due to organization by 

shear and differences in environment may be correlated to 
these shifts in flash size

§ Prediction: NOx vs. flash energy should have less scatter than 
NOx vs. flash rate, and will be comparable to estimates using 
channel length, because both can account for shifts in flash size 
as thunderstorms develop.




